THE BOB COLE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC AT CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LONG BEACH AND THE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS PROUDLY PRESENT:

THE BEACH CAFÉ GOES HOLLYWOOD

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2013 // 8:00PM
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 2013 // 8:00PM

GERALD R. DANIEL RECITAL HALL
PLEASE SILENCE ALL ELECTRONIC MOBILE DEVICES.
PROGRAM

ACT I:

Hooray for Hollywood ............................................................ Richard A. Whiting
arr. Andy Beck
University Choir

Heartstrings ............................................................................... Clara C.
Lisa Horikawa & Emilio Tello

Climbing Uphill ........................................................................ James Robert Brown
from The Last Five Years
Rachel One

Take on Me ............................................................................. A-ha
Christian Schmidt

Route 66 ................................................................................. Bobby Troupe
arr. Luke Mattson
Jazz ‘n’ Tonic

Everlong .................................................................................. Foo Fighters
Jonathan Eastly

Taylor Swift Medley ................................................................. Taylor Swift
arr. AJ Rafael & Tori Kelley
Mark Cano & Stacy Oh

Diva’s Lament ........................................................................ John Dupeez
from Monty Python’s Spamanlot
Jeannine Robertson

Day by Day .............................................................................. Sammy Cahn, Axel Stordahl, Paul Weston
Rebecca Thomas (Friday)

P.I.T.C.I.A .............................................................................. Lukasz Gottwald & Claude Kelly
arr. Weird Al Yankovic & Ryan Newton
Ryan Newton (Saturday)

Oklahoma! ............................................................................... Richard Rogers & Oscar Hammerstein
from Oklahoma!
Chamber Choir

INTERMISSION

ACT II:

Etudes Tableaux, Op. 39, No. 9 in D Major ...................................... Sergei Rachmaninoff
Christopher Maldonado (Friday)

Etudes Tableaux, Op. 39, No. 1 in e minor .................................... Rachmaninoff
Christopher Maldonado (Saturday)

Little Black Dress ...................................................................... Sara Bareilles

Everyone’s A Little Bit Racist .................................................. Robert Lopez & Jeff Max
from Avenue Q
Emi Allen, Jake Asaro, Jane Kim,
Kelsey Knipper, & Vince O’Connell

L.O.V.E. .................................................................................... Melanie Fiona
Jenny Swoish

Business Time ........................................................................... Flight of the Conchords
Bradley Allen, Grant Goldstein, Desiree Gonzalez, & Austin Kebely

Knocks Me Off My Feet ................................................................ Stevie Wonder
arr. Glynis Davies
Pacific Standard Time

Love You Long Time ................................................................ Jazmine Sullivan
arr. Pentatonix
Jenny Swoish & Pacific Standard Time Men

Eye to Eye ............................................................................... Tevin Campbell
arr. Becky Hasquet
Becca Bishop
PERFORMERS

CHAMBER CHOIR

Dr. Jonathan Talberg, conductor
Christopher Luthi, accompanist

Soprano
Michaela Blanchard
Madison Hatten
Stacy Oh*
Jennifer Paz
Elizabeth Queen
Christine Li Scott
Kathryn Shuman

Alto
Becca Bishop
Glynis Davies*
Ashlyn Grover
Emily Jackson
Vasken Ohanian
Jennifer Renteria
Stephen Salts

Tenor
Brad Allen
Mark Cano
Morgan Davi
Dan Doctor*
Emilio Tello
Patrick Tsai-A-Tsue
Jack Wilkins

Bass
Steven Amie
Gregory Fletcher
Luc Kleiner*
Lyle Smith Mitchell
Fernando Muñoz
Joe Sanders
Jake Tickner
Riley Wilson

PERFORMERS

UNIVERSITY CHOIR

Dr. Adam Con, conductor
Christopher Luthi, accompanist

Soprano
Rachel Blair*
Courtney Burroughs
Jennifer Campbell
Sarah Conniff
Marisa DiCamillo
Vincenzo Geraldi
Lisa Horikawa*
Genie Hossain
Kelsey Knipper
Kaelynn Korten
Jennifer Lee
Rei Legaspi
Hannah Penzner
Jordan Petit
Jeannine Robertson
Jessica Sanchez
Kathleen Van Ruiten
Sarah Vandenbroek

Alto
Emi Allen
Catherine Bowie
Desiree Gonzalez
Kaitlyn Gricer*
Tyff Hoefit
Alyssa Keyne
Jane Kim
Elaine Lay
Sarah Len*
Lamia Mazegue
Alexa Navarro
Rachel One
Lauren Stanley
Rebecca Thomas
Ka Cin Wong

Tenor
Daniel Agee
Jonathan Alvarado
Jake Asaro
Craig Benson
Mark Cano
Christian Carbajal
Shawn Carillo
Miguel Chicas
Grant Goldstein
Andres Jessurun
David Morales
Ryan Newton*
Vince O’Connell
Emilio Sandoval*
Christian Schmidt
Chris Yeschenko
Zachary Zaret

Bass
Mason Allred
Ulysses Aquino
Marcus Carline
Justin Cha
Kyle Chase
Nehemiah Chen
Tahjee Davis
Danny Gonzalez
Timothy Hall
Austin Kebeley*
Will Luster
Fernando Muñoz
Ryan Pitcher*
Yousef Reda
Kurt Roudebush
Malek Sammour
Jordan Tickner
Cody Willibe

PERFORMERS

HOUSE BAND

Peter Melton-guitar
Chelsea Stevens-bass
Brett Kramer-drums
Chris Maldonado, Ryan Newton, Donghee Kim-piano

PACIFIC STANDARD TIME

Christine Guter, director

Glynis Davies, director

Ashlynn Grover
Kathryn Schumann
Jenny Swosch
Maria Schafer
Maria Quintanilla
Glynis Davies
Jonathan Eastly
Justin Tillit
Jamond McCoy
Greg Fletcher
Riley Wilson
Jake Tickner

Donghee Kim-piano
Nick Ornelas-bass
Lynn McGilligcyttrums-drum

JAZZ AND TONIC

Gracie Sprout
Kathleen Van Ruiten
Courtney Burroughs
Marisa DiCamillo
Alyssa Keyne
Samantha Reising
Emily Jackson
Jack Wilkins
Emilio Tello
Jake Asaro
Morgan Davi
Justin Cha
Jordan Tickner
William Luster

Chris Taube-guitar
Daniel Reasoner-bass
Lucas Zumbrado-drum

PERSONNEL

Beach Cafe Producer: Emilio Sandoval, ACDA - BCCM Student Chapter
Stage Manager: Miguel Chicas
Band Leader: Emilio Sandoval
Technical Directors: Lawrence Pi, Michael Beltran, Jessica Westerfield
Programs Coordinator: Desiree Gonzalez
Advertising/Decorations Coordinators: Ulysses Aquino, Mason Allred
Coffee Liaisons: Desiree Gonzalez, Lisa Horikawa
Food Liaisons: Stacy Oh, Tyff Hoefit

ACDA — Bob Cole Conservatory of Music: Student Chapter Officers
President: Emilio Sandoval
Vice President: Desiree Gonzalez
Secretary: Lisa Horikawa
Treasurer: Ryan Pitcher
Social Media/Advertising: Ulysses Aquino & Mason Allred

THANK YOU

A special thank you to the members of the House Band, Stage Crew, Tech Crew, CSULB ACDA board members and volunteers, Starbucks, Becky Hasquet & Bryant Nguyen (audition panel members), Glynis Davies, Christine Guter, Dr. Adam Con, and Dr. Jonathan Talberg.
This concert is funded in part by the INSTRUCTIONALLY RELATED ACTIVITIES FUNDS (IRA) provided by California State University, Long Beach.

For upcoming concert and ticket information please call 562.985.7000 or visit:

WWW.CSULB.EDU/MUSIC

This concert is funded in part by the INSTRUCTIONALLY RELATED ACTIVITIES FUNDS (IRA) provided by California State University, Long Beach.